


Further information

Believe it or not, for more than 70 years our goal 
has been to produce the best screening machines 
in the world! We always aim to deliver our 
customer the most effective screening machine 
for his specific task.

Of course, we take the technical and commercial 
conditions of our customers into account and 
adapt each machine exactly to your wishes and 
requirements. Our screening professionals are 
happy to advise you, because they know what 
really matters in the life cycle of a screening 
machine in the respective application area.

The RHEWUM screening machines are „Made 
in Germany“ or more precisely „Made in 
Remscheid“; it is therefore obvious that we are 
not a low-cost screening machine manufacturer - 
but our sophisticated customer base appreciates 
our proven quality. 

Thanks to the short distances between sales, 
engineering and production, we are able to 
react quickly to your requirements without 
compromising the intrinsic value of our machines. 
The undisputed value of RHEWUM screens is 

ensured by the availability and compatibility of 
spare parts and services - even decades after 
commissioning.

We are producing screening machines with 
considerable performance capacity that have 
ensured consistent screening quality since the 
1950s and will do so for many years to come. Do 
you think that our reference list would comprise 
more than 8,000 entries from various industries 
and countries, if we had not repeatedly proven 
that we implemented the tasks of our customers 
perfectly? Why does your competition trust or 
switch to RHEWUM?

Not convinced yet? We test your bulk material 
in our technology center and show you the 
performance of our screening machines. Clear, 
binding answers instead of mysterious promises 
- this is exactly what you can expect from 
RHEWUM.

RHEWUM: Enjoy the Difference.

Sigurd Schuetz
Managing Director

:: RHEWUM – The screening machine manufacturer
 While others are screening, we are looking for the perfect solution
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Further information

:: Overview of Products & Applications
 

ES
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Further information

:: RHEWUM WA
 Directly excited screening machine for finest to medium grain sizes

:: Direct vibration of screen cloths by high-performance magnetic
  vibrating heads

:: Extremely sharp classification even of sticky materials even finer
 than 100 µm with maximum screening performance

:: Adjustable, automatic cleaning impulses of the screen cloths with
 up to 50 g acceleration reduce clogging and thus avoid expensive
 production downtimes

:: Amplitudes are continuously adjustable during operation

:: Change of screen cloths is done in maximum 20 minutes without
 entering the machine

:: Static housing with flange connections and very low dynamic loads 

:: Highly efficient energy transfer to the bulk solids and thus very low
 energy consumption of maximum 0.16 kW per magnetic drive

:: Designs: up to five screen decks, stainless steel design, dust-tight
 housing and dedusting connection (FDA, ATEX), noise insulation,
 adjustable inclination
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Further information

:: Direct vibration of screen cloths by maintenance-free out-of-
 balance motors

:: Static housing with flange connections and very low dynamic loads

:: Amplitudes are freely adjustable

:: Automatic cleaning impulses for the screen cloths with up to 8 g
 acceleration can be programmed as required

:: Individually adjusted screen inclination of each screen deck possible

:: Designs: up to five screen decks, stainless steel design, dust-tight
 housing and dedusting connection (FDA, ATEX), noise insulation,
 adjustable inclination

:: Motor inspection or exchange possible even during operation

:: Screen cloth changes are done in maximum 20 minutes without
 entering the machine

:: Efficient energy transfer to the bulk solids and thus very low
 energy consumption of 0.16 kW per motor

:: RHEWUM WAU
 High-performance screening machine for fine and medium grain sizes
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Further information

:: The high-performance screening machine WAF combines the
 advantages of a linear motion screen and a directly excited
 screening machine

:: Two low-maintenance out-of-balance motors generate a linear
 vibration and ensure the necessary material transport even at a
 low inclination of the screening machine 

:: Direct vibration of screen cloths by high-performance magnetic
  vibrating heads

:: Extremely sharp classification even of sticky materials even finer 
 than 100 µm with maximum screening performance

:: Adjustable, automatic cleaning impulses for the screen cloths with
 up to 50 g acceleration reduce clogging and thus avoid expensive
 production downtimes

:: Designs: up to two screen decks, stainless steel design, dust-tight
 housing and dedusting connection (FDA, ATEX), noise insulation,
 adjustable inclination

:: RHEWUM WAF
 Combination of directly excited screen and linear motion screen
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Further information

:: Two out-of-balance motors with different number of poles (4 and
 6 resp. 6 and 8) generate an advantageous double-frequency
 vibration for precise screening

:: At the inlet, a high amplitude ensures deagglomeration and
 transportation of the bulk solids

:: Subsequently even difficult to screen bulk materials are sharply
 classified with a lower amplitude and a higher acceleration at the
 outlet

:: The vibrating screening unit is enclosed in a static housing
 allowing fixed flange connections for a dust-tight screening 
 process (FDA, ATEX)

:: The drives are located outside of the housing thus easily
 accessible and resistant to high product temperatures 

:: Designs: up to six screen decks and tailor-made special designs
 between 2.4 m² and 26.4 m² per screening deck as well as
 stainless steel design
 
:: Feed box and water spraying system optionally available for wet
 screening

:: RHEWUM DF/DFN
 Double-frequency screening machine for medium to coarse grain sizes
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Further information

:: Two out-of-balance motors with different number of poles (4 and
 6 resp. 6 and 8) generate an advantageous double-frequency
 vibration for precise screening

:: At the inlet, a high amplitude ensures deagglomeration and
 transportation of the bulk solids

:: Subsequently even difficult to screen bulk materials are sharply
 classified with a lower amplitude and a higher acceleration at the
 outlet

:: Flexible flange and collar seals at the inlet and outlet enable a 
 dust-free operation (FDA, ATEX)

:: The drives are located outside of the housing, thus easily accessible
 and resistant to high product temperatures 

:: Designs: up to five screen decks, as well as tailor-made special
 designs between 2.4 m² and 11.0 m² per screening deck, optional
 stainless steel design

:: RHEWUM DFM
 Double-frequency screening unit for medium and coarse grain sizes
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Further information

:: On multiple short screening decks, the product is screened by the
 linear vibration generated by two counter-rotating out-of-balance
 motors

:: Great accessibility and large inspection openings simplify
 maintenance and quick screen cloth replacements

:: Low-maintenance out-of-balance motors minimize service costs

:: Available as floor mounted or as hanging design on rope
 suspensions

:: Very low transmission of vibrations into the building

:: Designs: three to six screen decks between 3.2 m² and 9.0 m²,
 optional stainless steel design

:: RHEWUM DFE Sizer
 Simple and fast screening at high feed rates
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Further information

11

:: On horizontally arranged screen decks, the unrivaled sharp
 separation of the medium to finest grain size product is achieved
 through linear vibration generated by two counter-rotating out-
 of-balance motors

:: The micro-throw principle allows the individual particles to be
 subjected to a multiple number of individual throws, which
 maximizes the separation success

:: Low-maintenance out-of-balance motors and low vibration
 acceleration ensure a low-wear and cost-effective screening 
 process 

:: Specially shaped and arranged bouncing elements keep the
 separating mesh free at all times, even if the material is difficult to
 screen

:: In the modular system up to 19 screen decks can be combined to
 form a screen stack or assembled into technological units

:: Thereby up to 11 separations can be achieved in a single machine
 sized from 0.35 m² to 5.6 m² per deck or up to 106 m² in total 

:: RHEWUM MDS
 Multi-deck precision screening machine for sharp separations 
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Further information

:: The RIUS is available as a circular motion screening machine with
 one out-of-balance motor as well as a linear motion screening
 machine with two counter-rotating out-of-balance motors

:: The bulk material-specific design allows the use of steel and poly-
 urethane screen cloths as well as perforated plates, stepped floors,
 grid and bar gratings

:: Motors can be arranged either above or below the machine

:: Modular machine sizes available between 0.6 m and 2.4 m in
 screen width and 1.2 m and 6.0 m in screen length

::  Designs: stainless steel design, dedusting connection, pressure-
 and gas-tight options (FDA, ATEX), wear-resistant linings

:: RHEWUM RIUS
 Versatile range of application for medium and coarse grain sizes 
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Further information

:: Robust and low-maintenance drive system with electric motor,
 cardan shaft and top-mounted unbalance exciters

:: Ideal for coarser screening applications with high feed rates in the
 mining industry

:: Feed rates are between 100 t/h and 1,000 t/h at separations of 3
 to 500 mm

:: Designs available for the use of polyurethane modular screens,
 steel meshes as well as gratings

:: Also suitable for highly abrasive materials

:: Modular screen sizes range between 1.95 m and 3.0 m in screen
 width and 3.0 m and 7.5 m in screen length

:: Feed box and water spraying system optionally available for wet
 screening

:: RHEWUM UG/UGN
 Linear motion screening machine for medium and coarse grain sizes
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Further information

:: Highest dewatering rates and significantly reduced residual
 moisture content for particles < 1 mm compared to conventional
 screeners

:: Unique and extremely advantageous combination of linear
 motion and direct excitation

:: Low-maintenance out-of-balance motors generate a linear motion
 and ensure the material transport even at low inclinations of the
 screen

:: Direct vibration of screen cloths by high-performance magnetic
  vibrating heads guarantees maximized dewatering by overcoming
 cohesion forces

:: Mesh combinations of separate supporting- and screening-mesh
 meet highest requirements and uptimes

:: Feed box and water spraying system optionally available

:: RHEWUM WAFL
 Ultimate dewatering screens for slurries
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Further information

:: For the production of fractions with sharp separation cuts for fine
 grain sizes

:: Innovative design with individually separated screen decks in a 
 linear motion unit

:: Driven by two low-maintenance out-of-balance balance motors,
 easily accessible mounted on top of the machine

:: User-friendly design simplifies maintenance and quick screen cloth
 replacements

:: Screen cloths made of wear-resistant polyurethane (> 0.2 mm) or
 steel meshes

:: Machine body available in stainless steel or carbon steel with
 corrosion-resistant coating

:: Material distribution can be optimized by optional feeders

:: RHEWUM RIUS 1+1
 High-performance screening machine for wet classification
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Further information

:: The linear motion with a high frequency enables an efficient 
 dewatering of slurries from suspensions 

:: Optimized design with a simple and at the same time robust
 structure provides an economical solution for many applications

:: Driven by two low-maintenance 4-pole out-of-balance motors,
 easily accessible mounted on top of the machine

:: Screening media made of wear-resistant polyurethane, bar
 gratings or spring as well as stainless steel wire meshes

:: Machine body available in stainless steel or carbon steel with
 corrosion-resistant coating and additional wear-resistant linings

:: Modular system with screen widths from 550 mm to 2200 mm
 and screen lengths from 1000 mm to 3000 mm

:: RHEWUM ES
 Dewatering of medium- to coarse-grained bulk materials
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Further information

:: For concentration of the valuable particles or removal of impurities
 from various bulk materials

:: Pioneering sorting electronics that combine various sorting criteria
 such as color, brightness, size of texture, proportion of texture,
 particle shape and size in one sorting program

:: Precise individual control of high-speed valves enables efficient
 ejection of detected particles with selective compressed air surges
 and minimal compressed air requirement

:: Grain size spectrum from 3 to 200 mm at a density of 0.1 t/m³ to
 3.0 t/m³ and sorting capacities from 0.5 t/h to 180 t/h per machine
 possible

:: Optimal LED illumination and camera filters according to the
 sorting task

:: Essential machine parts like the sorting unit are easily accessible
 and maintenance-friendly

:: RHEWUM DataSort S
 The optoelectronic sorting system for bulk solids



:: Feeders, Conveyors 

 & Material Distributors
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Further information

:: Ideal and uniform distribution even of sticky bulk materials
 onto screening machines with a width of up to 4.4 m at large
 capacities

:: Rigid and dust-tight flange connections both to the downstream
 screening machine and to upstream feeding units ensure a safe
 operation, especially in hazardous areas and prevent dust leakage

:: Thanks to precise and uniform distribution of feed material, the
 downstream screening process is optimized

:: Innovative design with vibrating inner part and static housing

:: Low-maintenance out-of-balance motors generate a linear
 motion that transports the bulk material 

:: Motors are located outside the housing, making them easy to
 access and maintain

:: Special designs with an integrated pre-separation as well as
 optional wear-resistant liners are available

:: RHEWUM Feeders AV & SV 
 Distributing feeder for central (AV) and lateral (SV) material feeding
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Further information

:: Vertical, gentle, energy- and space-saving conveying of bulk
 materials

:: Special design of a vibratory conveyor with low-maintenance
 drives using out-of-balance motors

:: Transportation is realized helicoidally inclined around an torsion
 tube

:: Conveying capacities from 0.5 m³/h to 14.0 m³/h and conveying
 heights up to 7.5 m are possible

:: Spiral trough available in stainless steel or carbon steel with
 corrosion-resistant or food-grade coating

:: Drying, cooling or heating possible during conveying 

:: Areas of applications are predominantly chemical, pharmaceutical
 and food industry as well as other industries where bulk solids
 need to be transported gently and vertically

:: RHEWUM Spiral Conveyor SC
 Vibratory spiral conveyor for vertical material transportation
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Further information

:: Rotary valve feeder for steady and uniform distribution and dosing
 of free-flowing and fine-grained bulk materials with a grain size up
 to 10 mm

:: Ideal distribution ensures a maximum screening efficiency of
 downstream screening machines

:: Flexible rotor lips and low rotation speeds ensure extremely gentle
 material transport and prevent grinding effect

:: Maintenance-friendly design allows easy and quick inspections

:: Also suitable as an air seal in classifier circuits

:: Exact control of the flow rate thanks to variable frequency drive 
 and adjustable gears

:: RHEWUM Rotary Valve
 Feeder for consistent dosing
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Further information

:: Technically proven method to divert or split product streams

:: Capacity range from 50 t/h to 1,500 t/h

:: Manual or automatic adjustment by means of pneumatic or
 electromechanical drive

:: Position switches for valve monitoring optionally available

:: Individual design according to customer requirements possible

:: Simple integration into existing plants and production facilities in
 the bulk materials industry

:: Special designs with integrated pre-separation as well as
 optional anti-caking or wear-resistant liners are available

:: RHEWUM Diverter
 For consistent splitting into two or more product streams
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Further information

:: Due to its robust and reliable design the RIU can be used as a
 conveyor or discharge feeder

:: Driven by two low-maintenance out-of-balance motors or
 alternatively gears with unbalance exciters to create a linear
 motion

:: High transport speed with gentle handling of the conveyed
 material

:: Simple and quick adjustment of the amplitude while the machine
 is standing still

:: Modular system with conveying widths from 0.95 m to 3.0 m and
 conveying lengths from 2.0 m to 9.0 m

:: Available as open and closed design

:: By installing several conveyors successively overcoming height
 differences is possible

:: RHEWUM RIU
 Vibrating conveyor as an economical transportation solution
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Further information

:: Even during operation of the machine simple, fast and continuous
 adjustment of the amplitude and feed rate is possible 

:: Can be used as conveyor as well as discharge feeder

:: Ideal for continuous or intermittent transport of solid particles over
 relatively short distances

:: Driven by a maintenance-free, freely adjustable electromagnet

:: High transport speed with gentle handling of the conveyed
 material

:: Modular system with conveying widths from 0.6 m to 1.6 m and
 conveying lengths from 2.0 m to 3.5 m available

:: RHEWUM RIM
 Economical dosing solution for various bulk materials



:: Add-ons
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Further information

:: Ideal for classification processes with high capacities and very fine
 separations at the same time

:: Capacities from 2 t/h up to 35 t/h per unit at separation cuts from
 20 µm to 200 µm

:: Perfect adaptability by adjustment of the volume flow, rotational
 speed, flap positions and feed rate

:: Dispersion of the solids before entering the classifying zone across
 several spreading discs optimizes the result

:: Ideal inflow to the impeller by deflector plates adjustable from the
 outside

:: Application-specific hardfacing ensures the durability of all
 components

:: Low pressure differences thanks to flow-optimized geometry
 ensures reduced operating costs due to lower energy consumption
 and low-wear operation

:: Rotary valves, cyclones, filters and fans can be supplied for
 optimum integration into the entire process

:: RHEWUM ABX/ AWR
 High-performance air classifier for classifying fine to finest particles
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Further information

:: Patented design and ingenious integration of a crossflow classifier
 into existing RHEWUM screening machines

:: New possibilities for implementing innovative process operations
 for further improvement of product qualities 

:: CFD-optimized, adjustable geometry ensures excellent separation
 results

:: Air from dedusting of the screening machine is used for the
 classifying process

:: Neglectable additional space required 

:: Cyclones, filters and fans can be supplied for optimum integration
 into the entire process

:: RHEWUM Cross-Flow Classifier QS
 For dedusting of various bulk materials
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Further information

:: Multidimensional continuous monitoring of vibrating machines

:: Variations of the vibratory motion are detected with the highest
 reliability

:: Error and alarm signal in critical operating states and recording of
 the same

:: Simple integration into existing process control systems possible

:: Prevention of production downtimes due to notification of the
 operating staff in time

:: Low investment costs for reliable protection against machine
 breakdowns

:: RHEWUM ScreenGuard
 Continuous monitoring of vibrating machines
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Further information

:: Ideal for continuous production monitoring and quality control of
 raw materials

:: Usual grain size spectrum from 0.2 mm to 20 mm possible

:: Suitable for dry bulk materials, particles and substances of all kinds

:: Contact-free online measurement process using a high-resolution
 line scan camera delivers extremely precise and reliable results

:: Multilingual software for simple operation, configuration and
 calibration of the system

:: Graphic presentation of trend curves as well as review of the
 compliance with grain size limits are possible

:: Robust construction for use in demanding industrial environments

:: Results are automatically electronically recorded, archived and
 can be transferred to industrial networks

:: Sampling devices for continuous and serial measurement are
 optionally available

:: RHEWUM SizeChecker
 Optical measurement of particle size and shape
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Further information

:: Ideal for continuous production monitoring of mass flows

:: Suitable for all types of bulk materials to be transported

:: Contact-free and dust-resistant measuring method using a 3D-TOF
 sensor enables easy operation and delivers reliable results 

:: Individual positioning and calibration are possible 

:: Results are automatically calculated with the supplied analysis
 software, recorded and can be transferred to the plant control
 system via a network connection

:: Measuring tolerances of +/- 4 %

:: Very low investment costs compared to other measuring systems
 such as belt weighers or laser scanners

:: RHEWUM FlowChecker
 Volume flow sensor for measuring capacities
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Further information

:: High screening frequency with corresponding amplitude allows
 higher specific screening capacities at fine separations < 200 µm

:: HF type high-frequency drives can be operated with up to 100 Hz
 instead of the conventional 50 Hz resp. 60 Hz

:: LongLife drives of type LL with optimized design are characterized
 by significantly longer service lives compared to conventional out-
 of-balance motors

:: Bearing durability significantly increases thanks to reduced
 difference in temperature between motor bearing and
 environment by up to 10 °C

:: Identical footprint and hole pattern allow 1:1 replacement of
 common standard motors

:: RHEWUM Motors HF & LL
 Special series for applications with the highest demands 



:: Screening Machines 

 “Made in Germany“
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Further information

We screen everything - from A for asphalt to Z for 
zirconium. And if we have not screened the bulk 
material yet, we will be happy to test it! Please 
be aware that during the past 45 years we have 
carried out more than 6,500 screening tests.

Through this experience, we have developed our 
industry-specific competence and know what is 
important while screening different materials. 
All our screening machines are available in pilot 
plant size for screening tests.

The advantages of our in-house technology 
center are obvious: First, we can ensure the 
feasibility of your requirements by screening tests 
and moreover we can compare laboratory results 
with your actual production data. Furthermore, 
we have the opportunity to demonstrate the 
performance of our screening machines directly 
with your product. 

You are welcome to convince yourself during a 
visit!

:: RHEWUM Technology Center
 We test your product and develop the perfect screening solution

With the RHEWUM technology center we offer you the possibility to carry out tests and get 
to know your bulk material better.
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Further information

Naturally, we consider our customers‘ technical 
and commercial constraints and adjust each 
screening machine exactly to their demands and 
requirements.

For this customized designs we exclusively use 
3D engineering tools in combination with FEM 
simulations. The immediate proximity of our 
designers to our production facility and the 
resulting short communication channels allow 
an efficient coordination and enable to consider 

our customers‘ requests at any time.

All screening machines leaving our works are 
manufactured strictly in accordance with the 
European standards as well as ATEX and FDA 
requirements and obtain a CE marking after 
undergoing a careful performance test to ensure 
highest quality. Furthermore, we are working 
with a documented quality management 
system and are certificated by the internationally 
recognized DIN EN ISO 9001:2015.

:: RHEWUM Engineering & Production
 Custom-tailored screening technology „Made in Remscheid“

At RHEWUM all screening machines are designed, constructed and manufactured on our 
own premises in Remscheid.
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Further information

Best maintenance not only prevents expensive 
repairs and production downtimes, but also 
ensures a long service life and value retention of 
your screening equipment. 

We offer you a service contract customized to 
your individual needs with adapted maintenance 
intervals. The demand we place on ourselves is 
to always be one step ahead and thereby even 
exceed your expectations. 

Our vast experience allows us to combine different 
views and demands of our customers and use 
these insights for developing and implementing 
preventive measures for your specific task.

For us service means to support you at any time 
with our know-how, to develop solutions quickly 
and to realize them effectively. 

:: RHEWUM Customer Service
 RHEWUM is your partner and companion

We know: Good service avoids high follow-up costs
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Further information

Since a RHEWUM screening machine has a long 
durability, the requirements of operators often 
change during its life span.

Challenging customer projects constantly 
motivate our screening professionals. Thanks 
to their profound understanding of complex 
requirements, we are able to make unexpected 
suggestions for modifications which convince 
our customers and make them enthusiastic 

about their RHEWUM screens again. To achieve 
the best results for our customers, we also go 
unconventional ways.

To meet your current requirements we expand, 
modify, modernize and convert your screening 
plant. On request, we plan and coordinate the 
entire conversion project without any need for 
additional project partners.

:: RHEWUM After Sales
 Already now considering your future requirements

This is what we mean by sustainability: 
The longest possible and most successful operation.
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Further information

When your screening plant stands still, often 
your entire production comes to a standstill, 
the desired profit shrinks. If you do not have the 
defective part in stock, the production will stand 
until the required parts are on site. This may take 
days and weeks. Have you ever calculated how 
expensive such a production standstill can be? 

We recommend having the emergency spare 
parts on site in order to fix defects as quickly 
as possible. It is even safer to maintain your 

screening machines in good working order and 
to replace components before malfunction in 
order to avoid unplanned downtimes.

Supplying spare parts for screening machines that 
are decades old is an everyday occurrence for us 
and reflects the durability of our machines. Even 
if the detective determination of the required 
parts takes time, you can rely on the fact that the 
original spare part fits perfectly to your RHEWUM 
machine and the quality is out of doubt.

:: RHEWUM Spares
 Reliable production without unnecessary downtime costs

In the unlikely event of a breakdown, use our 24/7 service, which really helps you and 
provides most spare parts promptly. 
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Further information

What do you think happens behind closed doors 
of a company? We at RHEWUM are pleased to 
give you interesting insights!

Just follow our social media channels. On 
Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube and co. you can 
learn more about RHEWUM and topics that are 
relevant for our business.

No matter if industry related reports on screening 
and processing technology, insights into our 
company events and their highlights, greetings 
from our numerous global trade fairs, current job 
offers as well as free tickets or prize competitions 
- there is something for every interest!

So, it is worth to follow us! #We AreRHEWUM

:: RHEWUM Social Media
 Are you following us on social media?

Gain exciting new insights into the world of RHEWUM!
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Further information

:: RHEWUM Case Studies
 While others are screening, we are finding the perfect solution

Do you have problems screening moist material? We have the solution: For 
one of our customers we designed heated screen cloths to prevent clogging 
of the screen cloths through moist dolomite.

The planning of a new machine is a challenge for you due to lack of space 
or your production process? Not for us: A customer received a creative and 
customer-specific solution from us tailored to his actual situation (three bucket 
conveyors on two screening machines).

Your machine stands still due to a machine breakdown? We have the solution: 
With immediately available spare parts in our warehouse as well as the fast 
and unconventional approach of our technicians, we were able to get the 
machine up and running again for one of our customers in record time.

A devastating accident can only lead to a write-off? We are happy to help: We 
were able to provide a customer in the Middle East with a replacement within 
16 weeks and delivered a total of 6 new machines and 2 feeders in this short 
time.

Do you have high technical requirements? We have the solution: Through 
our professional as well as international and multilingual specialists we 
understand every problem immediately.

Do you prefer long-term and efficient planning? We have the solution: For 
one of our customers we rebuilt old machines and commissioned new screening 
machines - that is what we call reliable service.

Your decisions are based on conviction and trust? We have the solution: 
Thanks to many years of experience, good service, flexibility and customer 
references, we were able to convince a new customer in India to use our 
machines for light soda ash screening.



:: RHEWUM Tools
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Further information

1. SizeChecker
Using the integrated camera, the application 
measures and calculates the grain size distribution 
of bulk materials. 

2. MeshConverter
It allows to convert screening mesh widths from 
S.I. into US measurement units. Furthermore, this 
function converts mesh sizes into screen cuts for 
inclined screening machines with the help of the 
inclination sensor integrated in the device.

3. VibSonic
This feature uses the installed microphone and 
records noise emissions of machines. Compliance 
with noise level limits as well as functional 
capability can easily and quickly be inspected.

4. VibFlash (only iOS)
With its flashlight the smartphone generates a 
stroboscopic light at a predetermined frequency. 
Thereby it visually records and investigates the 
vibrations of the respective unit.

:: RHEWUM ScreenSpector
 Support for maintaining your screening machine

Our free app was especially designed for operators of screening plants. It combines the 
integrated equipment of smartphones or tablets with the four following features:
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Further information

Every producer aims to extract the largest possible 
quantity of his product from the feed quantity 
without sacrificing the high level of quality. So 
in the ideal case yield and purity should both be 
100 percent.

But in practice, this is technically not possible and 
therefore testing is required to choose the right 
screen cut for your screening machine in order 
to extract a product with high yield and at the 

same time maintaining the required purity. The 
RHEWUM Screen Efficiency Calculator calculates 
all relevant data for you based on your details 
such as screen cuts and the efficiency of your 
used screening machine.

The calculation helps you to easily optimize 
your yield. Should you require our support – no 
problem! We will be pleased to offer you our 
service. Just contact us!

:: RHEWUM Screen Efficiency Calculator
 Free tool for calculating purity and yield

Test how the selection of the screen cuts of your screening machine affects the results of 
your screening process or determine your realistic screen efficiency retrogradely.



RHEWUM GmbH
Rosentalstr. 24
42899 Remscheid
P.O. Box 12 05 63
42875 Remscheid
Germany

Phone.: +49 2191 5767-0
Fax:  +49 2191 5767-111
Email: info@rhewum.de
Web: www.rhewum.com


